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PART ONE (I) a few general points of idealism___________________

We hereby commence our union as a working duo project using sound, situation,

physical exertion & theoretical bases to pursue elusively didactic efforts towards

achieving an eventual practical implementation of meta-jurisprudence.1

We pursue aesthetic decisions based on meaning: the union of form and concept.

We pursue evocation of thought without manipulation of the l istening subject,

thereby eschewing duplicitous emotive and psychological formulas of commercial

design, and the marketing of political ideologies.

We eschew security: that debil itating level of comfort & certainty supported by

certain mediums & technologies and also by the constant pollution of commercial

tendencies both knowingly & unknowingly assumed & obeyed by 'artists' &

societies in general…

We wish to embrace vulnerabil ity, espousing it as a pre-condition for finding Truth

& Self-Truth.

We approach perceptual experience not as a scientific inquiry, nor as games of

perception involving distance, proximity, etc. We perceive the world through our

bodies as embodied subjects, involved in existence.

Our aggression is NOT pugnacious, and we do NOT seek to be heckled, as did

our late & notoriously incorrigible avant-garde forefathers-- the (I tal ian) Futurists.

PART ONE (II) Ideals continued_______________________________________

Sound is the medium from which the trajectory of our thoughts is communicated

to the l istener; our goal is the material ization of processes and thought structures

in the form of sound as an art object, independent of subjective aesthetic

rationale. Judgments such as liking or disl iking a sound are therefore not our

primary concern when making compositional decisions; our concern is the

signification of the sound. The production of an aesthetic art or consumer product

is not relevant to our project’s efforts and is not worth our creative pursuit or

intel lectual investment; essential is the communication of thought.

PART TWO Performance Piece: WAR SOUNDS________________

Hanns Eisler & Theodor Adorno's words might describe the neutral & open nature

of sound-- ready for use, prone to corruption:

Acoustical perception preserves comparably more traits of long

bygone, pre-individualistic collectivities than optical perception.

(. . . ) This direct relationship to a collectivity intrinsic in the

phenomenon itself, is probably connected with the sensations of

spatial depth, inclusiveness, and absorption of individuality,

which are common to all music. But this very ingredient of

collectivity, because of its essentially amorphous nature, leads

itself to deliberate misuse for ideological purposes.2

1 I .e., we wish to pursue an

understanding & acceptance of the

physical & spiritual universal lawas of

nature, laws that surpass generally

accepted structural limitations of the

human condition, not limited to the

capabilities of the human perceptive

apparatuses, the ego, dimensions of

time and space, transmigration of the

soul and so on.

2 Eisler, Composing for the Films, 1 947.

Found in Cox & Warner's Audio Culture,

2004.
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WAR SOUNDS (Disneyland? Fuck man, this is better than Disneyland!) begins

with a back-and-forth of acoustic drums from two distinct locations, spatial ly

arranged for the specific space. The ostensibly amorphous relationships between

the two percussionists are grounded in a mechanized Flashing Red Light that

commands the leader's drum hits-- a control mechanism not unrelated to the

Führer-Princip of Hitler's Germany that declared total obedience to one's superior

and therefore rendered responsibi l ity evasive. . . .

WAR is the highest expression of the conflict of things, as a

spontaneous eruption of possibilities, as a movement, as a

simultaneous poem, as a symphony of cries, shots, commands,

embodying an attempted solution of the problem of life in

motion. . . Every movement naturally produces noise. The new

arts of noise (Dadaists, Futurists) favored noise made from

actual things; WAR simply did it better. --Richard Huelsenbeck1

The piece continues on, general ly incorporating noise (a direct objectification of a

dark, vital force2. . . ), si lence, simultaneity (an instantaneous awareness of

numerous events; a direct symbol of action3), spatial ization & situation (which is

always unique to the space, audience, premise & grounds of a given event), and

incorporating considerations of the sonic manifestations of Wartime & War

Technology of the past 1 00 years: the arti l lery barrages of World War I (the first

Total Mechanized War); the air raid sirens, V-1 bombs, and Spitfire planes of

World War I I ; the Iron Dome Air Defense System on the Gaza strip today; modern

Zannana (whining Israeli drones); the explosions of Improvised Explosive Devices

(IEDs) in Iraq, Afghanistan & throughout the world4. . .

War is boredom interspersed with sheer terror.5

Snare drum & ACME Siren Whistles serve as devices for communication

(between the two performers) & signifiers (for anyone else present) throughout the

realization of the piece.

SNARE DRUM IN MILITARY CODE:

-Accuracy was paramount.

-Snare drum not a pretty instrument; an instrument of war.

-Openly spaced notes were best understood in battle. Phrasing was for music,

and was not needed in battle.

-Short simple drum codes were used to mobil ize troops, to signal preparations &

firings of small arms & canons.6

WAR SOUNDS continues as snare drum code7 is employed, fol lowed by a back-

and-forth between performers (from a new physical location in the performance

space) with thumping-of-shellfire snare-processing. These timings are cued by

the leader who again fol lows the Flashing Red Light commands, this time based

on the actual firefight timings from the infamous video footage of the 2007 US

airstrike in Baghdad, released on the internet by WikiLeaks in 201 0.8

Any potential Man VS. Machine dialogue in the performance might only elucidate

how Man can be swallowed up in the mechanistic process. . .how a contrived

1 Huelsenbeck, En Avant Dada, 1 920, pg

25. Found in Douglas Kahn's Noise, Water,

Meat.

2 Ibid, 36.

3 Ibid, 36.

4 BBC News Magazine Online, 201 2.

5 This is a common English-language

wartime aphorism.

6 Ken Mazur's History of Rudimental

Snare Drumming, 2005.

7 Snare drum composition based on the

aforementioned historical notes & then

partial ly paraphrased from the opening

sequence snare drum in Stanley Kubrik's

WWI fi lm, Paths ofGlory.

8 Classified US Mil itary video footage

commonly known as Collateral Murder;

disclosed by Private Bradley Manning,

made publicly available on WikiLeaks on

Apri l 5th, 201 0.

Flashing Red Light

screenshot in Max/MSP,

Colin Hacklander
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Federal Model 5T Air Raid Siren

megalomaniacal l ife is given to certain gestures and physical production,

completely exaggerated, completely blown out of proportion.

Hugo Ball: the mechanistic process was part of a powerful

belief in matter over the spirit that had produced the "modern

necrophilia," and the machine was something that "gives a

sham life to dead matter. . . death working systematically,

counterfeiting life." The repetition destroys human rhythms, just

as the pacing of caged animals happens in repetitious patterns,

and there is nothing more horrifying than "a walk through the

noisy workroom of a modern printing shop, all the senses

focused on what is bestial, monstrous, and yet unreal. . . "1

[ ENTER solo acoustic drum set section titled, Modern Necrophil ia, a stark &

heavy-handed rendition of uncannily cyclical patterns; then attempting

synchronization with commanding cyclical patterns via computer sound. ]2

[ The 'Air Raid' SuperColl ider coding eventual ly over-loads itself, and drummers

are left 'naked, ' i .e. , acoustic. ]

[ Continue playing drums with ever-greater speed and intensity, never ceasing. ]

U.S. Civi l War Drum Corps warm-up: PLAY things slowly, gradually increasing

speed unti l great rapidity is attained. Go unti l out of breath from exertion.3

[ ENTER residual, l ingering difference tones; sounds are confrontational via inner-

ear psychoacoustic techniques and a consistent ramp-up in volume. ATOMIC

3000 DMX Strobe Lights continue flashing. ]

As Dwight D. Eisenhower retired in 1 961 , he warned America of the danger in

al lowing politicians & the defense industry to be too close:

This conjunction of an immense military establishment and a

large arms industry is new in the American experience. In the

councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition

of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the

military-industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise

ofmisplaced power exists and will persist.4

In 201 2, the US spent $695.7 bil l ion on defense, six times more than China, the

second highest spender.5

The original working title of the piece, Disneyland? Fuck man, this is better than

Disneyland! is a direct quote from character Lance B. Johnson in Francis Ford

Coppola’s fictional Vietnam War story, Apocalypse Now from 1 979.

We have decided that war should be considered in terms of exhaustion, finite

resources & failure, and for this have attempted to sculpt a presentation based on

a corresponding metaphor.

1 Hugo Ball , Flight Out ofTime, 1 920-1 ,

found in Kahn's Noise, Water, Meat.

2 [ ] denotes text from WAR SOUNDS

Performance Score.

3 Mazur's History ofRudimental Snare

Drumming, 2005.

4 From U.S. President Dwight D.

Eisenhower's Farewell Address to the nation

in 1 961 .

5 From the Huffington Post Online, 201 2.

(fragmented) screenshot of code

in SuperCollider, Farahnaz Hatam
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In his debate with Michel Foucault in 1 971 , Noam Chomsky says:

(One must) give an argument that the social revolution that

you're trying to achieve is in the ends of justice, is in the ends

of realizing fundamental human needs, not merely in the ends

of putting some other group into power, because they want it.

In the example of national conflict, there are two societies,

each trying to destroy the other. No question of justice arises.

The only question that arises is, 'which side are you on? Are

you going to defend your own society and destroy the other?'

That's what faced the soldiers fighting in the trenches ofWWI--

they were fighting for nothing. They were fighting for the right

to destroy each other; and in that kind of circumstance, no

questions of justice arise. 1

The Ital ian futurists were incorrigible juveniles. The Russian Futurists on the other

hand. . .

______________
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